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In most mantids during the formation of the spindle in late meiotic prophase,
the kinetochores of each bivalent move suddenly apart towards opposite poles

stretching the chromosomes. This is known as the premetaphase stretch stage
and is followed first by recontraction of the chromosomes and only then by their

gradual congression at the equator to form the metaphase plate. The bivalents

move to the equator with no change in their original orientation of one kinetochore

to each pole. The behaviour of the sex trivalents, however, both during the

stretch stage and the ensuing congression, presents a more complicated situation.

As normal behaviour one would expect the XiX 2 kinetochores to orient towards

one pole and the Y kinetochore towards the other, but actually a large number
of sex trivalents appear to orient at random. There result, in addition to nor-

mal orientation, several types of malorientation. White (1941) first observed

such malorientation of sex trivalents
;

he noted a high frequency of malori-

entation in 3 species of mantids and concluded that some reorientation must take

place before metaphase formation. The conclusive proof for such reorientation was

given by Hughes-Schrader (1943), who demonstrated, in Staguiomantis Carolina,

a decrease in the number of maloriented sex trivalents between premetaphase stretch

and final metaphase. In the present note are recorded observations on Hierodula sp.

which show that in this species also reorientation of trivalents takes place.

The material consists of testes fixed in PFA3, from a nymph of Hierodula sp.,

collected near Bombay (India), and placed at my disposal by Professor J. J. Asana
to whom I am greatly indebted. Sections ranging from 6 to 10 /x and stained in

iron haematoxylin were used for the study.

The presence of a sex trivalent in this species of Hierodula (specific identification

is not available) was recorded by Asana (1934) who also established the total

number of chromosomes in the male as 27. Later Oguma (1946) recorded the

same chromosome complement in the males of four species of Hierodula.

In the present material all sex trivalents in which a lateral view of the spindle

is presented during the premetaphase stretch, and again during the metaphase were

counted. Those trivalents whose position prevented a positive determination of

their orientation were also recorded. During the stretch stage various types of

orientation were found. In some cases one of the X's was oriented towards one

pole while the other X and the Y were oriented towards the opposite pole ;
in

others the Y was stretched between the two X's while in the rest the orientation was

normal. These configurations, assumed by the sex trivalents during the premeta-
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phase stretch, involve a genuine orientation of the kinetochores to the division

center comparable to that ordinarily occurring at metaphase. This is shown not

only by the position of the chromosomes and their attenuation at the kinetochores

but also by the fact that chromosomal fibers are formed between the center and the

kinetochore in both maloriented and normally oriented chromosomes.

TABLE I

Orientation of sex trivalent during premetaphase stretch and at metaphase


